**Why Shift Health?**

**SINGULAR FOCUS**
Shift Health is a strategy consultancy exclusively dedicated to the HealthSphere, combining experience, knowledge and perspective across the healthcare and life sciences spectrum. Our understanding of research, innovation, commercialization and delivery in diverse global contexts coalesces into solutions that advance the power of healthcare.

**GLOBAL REACH**
Achieving tangible success across the HealthSphere requires a truly global network. Working with some of the world’s leading healthcare organizations and experts, our consultants create and facilitate multinational partnerships, bring fresh, focused thinking to complex healthcare challenges, and drive initiatives toward commercial, social and health impact.

**CONVERGENT APPROACH**
Success in the HealthSphere relies on the convergence of expertise across sectors—Government, Academia, Industry, Not-for-Profit and Care Providers. By integrating agendas, resources and opportunities, Shift Health forges paths and partnerships for individuals and organizations from vision to venture, producing tangible, meaningful outcomes.

**UNIQUE EXPERTISE**
Our people are as unique as our perspective. With the rare ability to speak the language of science and apply it to the business of healthcare, our internationally-respected advisors think laterally and act vertically, expertly engaging every touchpoint from strategy to implementation oversight.

**NIMBLE STRUCTURE**
As a specialized and efficiently-structured organization, Shift Health delivers agile, timely and relevant expertise. With the depth and sophistication of a larger firm in a compact business model, our tailored, implementation-focused solutions make a genuine difference to every organization we help.

**HEALTHY TRACK RECORD**
The measure of our success is evident in some of our proudest achievements: leveraging over $1 billion in public and private sector financing for our clients; working with most of the world’s ten largest biopharmaceutical companies; driving more than 50 healthcare and innovation partnerships globally; and working with clients and partners in over 40 countries. Our accomplishments reflect our passion and our unyielding commitment to achieving results.